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GRANTS

FUNDDED

Co-Principal Investigator. Indiana Student Recovery Grant. 12.5% effort. Award: $1,179,000. Project Period: September 1, 2020 – August 31, 2022.

Co-Principal Investigator. Digital Education Hub (DEH) for Rigorous Remote Learning with Communities. Governor’s Emergency Education Relief (GEER) Grant. 12.5% effort. Award: $1,179,000. Project Period: September 1, 2020 – August 31, 2022.

PI. Developing an Online Repository of Family-Centered Lesson Plans Through a “Family as Faculty” Approach. Indiana Campus Compact Faculty Fellows Program Grant: Increasing Indiana Higher Education’s Collective Impact on Communities – Campus-Community Partnerships to Enhance the Public Good. 100% effort. Award: $5,320. Project Period: July 1, 2020 – June 30, 2021.

NOT FUNDED

PI. Collaborative Action to Address Educational Disparities through a Family-Educator Virtual Conference. Central Indiana Community Foundation (CICF) grant [with Dr. Jeremy Price, Dr. Paula Magee, Dr. Ted Hall (Martin University) and Javier Barrera]. Award: $23,200.00. Period: January 2021 – December 2021. [Funding pulled for the time being due to COVID-19].


PUBLICATIONS


Santamaría Graff, C. (under review). Family as Faculty: An approach to centering families’ expertise for the benefit of youth with disabilities. T. Aceves & B. Talbott (Eds.), Handbook of Research on Special Education. Routledge Press. [100% contribution]


Santamaría Graff, C. (2020, December 18). Embodying and enacting the ‘change we want to see’ through a social change orientation. Advancing and supporting dialogue on civic learning and democratic engagement (CLDE). Center for Service & Learning, IUPUI.
Santamaría Graff, C. (2020). If I knew what was mine. *North Meridian Review, 1*(2), The Freedom to Make and Remake. [Poetry] [100% contribution]


**PRESENTATIONS—PEER-REVIEWED**


**PRESENTATIONS—INVITED**


Digital Education Hub Presentation (example)

Santamaría Graff, C. (2020, April 15). Digital Education Hub Community Caucus. [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SLSx_Ra-wgI](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SLSx_Ra-wgI)